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MPA/USPS-2.  Please refer to the institutional response to MPA/USPS-T25-2(b), which 
states:  
 

However, a rough estimate of the number of facilities through which 
nondropshipped Outside County Periodicals containers are crossdocked 
is 2.86, the development of which is shown in the attached excel 
spreadsheet MPA-T25-2b.xls. 

 
Please also refer to MPA-T25-2b.xls. 
 
 (a) Why are the “Average Number of Facilities [Container] Passes Through” so 
much smaller for OBMC-entered pallets than for OBMC-entered sacks?  Please explain 
your response fully. 
 
 (b) Why are the “Average Number of Facilities Pallet Passes Through” so much 
smaller for OBMC-entered pallets than for OSCF-entered and OADC-entered pallets? 
 
 (c) Please confirm that a 3-Digit or SCF container that is entered at the OSCF 
and is transported from the OSCF to the OBMC to the DBMC to the DADC to the DSCF 
would be recorded as passing through four facilities according to the method used to 
develop MPA-T25-2b.xls.  If not confirmed, please explain fully. 
 
 (d) Please confirm that an ADC container that is entered at the OSCF and is 
transported from the OSCF to the OBMC to the DBMC to the DADC would be recorded 
as passing through three facilities according to the method used to develop MPA-T25-
2b.xls.  If not confirmed, please explain fully. 
 
 (e) Would a 5-Digit or Carrier Route container that is entered at the OSCF and is 
transported from the OSCF to the OBMC to the DBMC to the DSCF to the DDU be 
recorded as passing through three facilities or four facilities, according to the method 
used to develop MPA-T25-2b.xls?  Please explain your response fully. 
 
 (f) Please provide (in Excel format) a revision to MPA-T25-2b.xls that includes all 
Periodicals Outside County containers (including DBMC-entered containers) that are 
not entered at the DDU, DSCF, or DADC.  Please also disaggregate the “Average 
Number of Facilities Though Which [Container] Passes Through” between BMCs and 
SCFs. 
 
 (g) Please provide (in Excel format) a revision to MPA-T25-2b.xls that includes 

 
 



only Periodicals Outside County containers that are entered at the DADC.  Confirm that 
all of the facilities through which DADC-entered containers will pass through are SCFs.  
If not confirmed, please explain fully. 
 
 (h) Please provide (in Excel format) a revision to MPA-T25-2b.xls that includes 
only Periodicals Outside County containers that are entered at the DSCF.  Confirm that 
all of the facilities through which DSCF-entered containers will pass through are SCFs.  
If not confirmed, please explain fully. 
 
. 
MPA/USPS-3.  This question is a follow-up to MPA/USPS-T20-1(f), which asked USPS 
witness Miller to “provide a version of USPS-LR-L-43 that includes the capability to 
analyze the effect of changes in ‘Incoming Periodical Outside County flats and the 
resulting presort cost avoidances.”  Please produce a version of the L-43 Periodicals 
Outside County flats mail processing cost model that includes the ability to analyze the 
effect of incoming secondary machinable flats coverage factors on the model results.  

 
 


